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Gaim is a multi-protocol instant messaging client for Linux,
BSD, MacOS X, and Windows. It is compatible with AIM
(Oscar and TOC protocols), ICQ, MSN Messenger, Yahoo,
IRC, Jabber, Gadu-Gadu, and Zephyr networks. Gaim users can
log in to multiple accounts on multiple IM networks
simultaneously. This means that you can be chatting with
friends on AOL Instant Messenger, talking to a friend on
Yahoo Messenger, and sitting in an IRC channel all at the same
time. Gaim supports many features of the various networks,
such as file transfer (coming soon), away messages, typing
notification, and MSN window closing notification. It also goes
beyond that and provides many unique features. A few popular
features are Buddy Pounces, which give the ability to notify
you, send a message, play a sound, or run a program when a
specific buddy goes away, signs online, or returns from idle;
and plugins, consisting of text replacement, a buddy ticker,
extended message notification, iconify on away, and more.
What's New in This Release: ￭ Fix system log start times for
some protocols ￭ SILC compiles with newer SILC toolkit
versions (Pekka Riikonen) ￭ Fixed a bug where buddy icon
cache files were left in the icon cache directory after they were
no longer in use. ￭ Attempt to detect the file type of a buddy
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icon when saving. ￭ Additional Yahoo! boot protection (Peter
Lawler) ￭ A few Yahoo! memory leaks plugged (Peter Lawler)
￭ Fixed handling of the new Yahoo! profile page. (Joshua
Honeycutt, Peter Lawler) ￭ Fixed localized Yahoo! room lists.
Please refer to the Yahoo! section of the Gaim FAQ for details.
(Peter Lawler) ￭ Enabled sending files to ICQ users using ICQ
5.02 and newer (Jonathan Clark) Gaim for UNIX Cracked
Accounts GPL License Description: Gaim is a multi-protocol
instant messaging client for Linux, BSD, MacOS X, and
Windows. It is compatible with AIM (Oscar and TOC
protocols), ICQ, MSN Messenger, Yahoo, IRC, Jabber, Gadu-
Gadu, and Zephyr networks. Gaim users can log in to multiple
accounts on

Gaim For UNIX Crack +

Installation Use the standard make install routine to install
Gaim. Bugs Known Bugs: Not all of the current Ubuntu
package repository packages are currently supported by Gaim.
Reporting Bugs: Ubuntu Gaim Please note that Gaim has been
ported to the new dapper release of Ubuntu, but isn't yet in the
official Ubuntu repositories. If you want to report a bug, please
either send it to me (the bugzilla bug report) or to the Ubuntu
package maintainer. See the Gaim release announcement for
more information. Mailing Lists List archive: More
Informations What is Gaim? Gaim is a multi-protocol instant
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messaging client for Linux, BSD, MacOS X, and Windows. It is
compatible with AIM (Oscar and TOC protocols), ICQ, MSN
Messenger, Yahoo, IRC, Jabber, Gadu-Gadu, and Zephyr
networks. Gaim users can log in to multiple accounts on
multiple IM networks simultaneously. This means that you can
be chatting with friends on AOL Instant Messenger, talking to a
friend on Yahoo Messenger, and sitting in an IRC channel all at
the same time. Gaim supports many features of the various
networks, such as file transfer (coming soon), away messages,
typing notification, and MSN window closing notification. It
also goes beyond that and provides many unique features. A
few popular features are Buddy Pounces, which give the ability
to notify you, send a message, play a sound, or run a program
when a specific buddy goes away, signs online, or returns from
idle; and plugins, consisting of text replacement, a buddy ticker,
extended message notification, iconify on away, and more.
What's New in This Release: ￭ Fix system log start times for
some protocols ￭ SILC compiles with newer SILC toolkit
versions (Pekka Riikonen) ￭ Fixed a bug where buddy icon
cache files were left in the icon cache directory after they were
no longer in use. ￭ Attempt to detect the file type of a buddy
icon when saving. ￭ 1d6a3396d6
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Gaim provides all the basic functions you would expect from a
multi-protocol instant messaging client, and more. It is free
software and runs on most popular platforms (Linux, BSD,
MacOS X, Windows). Gaim works in a user-friendly manner
with a familiar X-Windows-based interface. It comes with
many tools to help you configure your IM networks. Gaim is
also a powerful multi-protocol IM client. It supports IM
networks ranging from popular networks, such as AIM, ICQ,
MSN Messenger, Yahoo! (for Windows only), Jabber, and IRC,
to experimental networks, such as Gadu-Gadu, Zephyr, and
SILC. Gaim integrates seamlessly into your desktop and offers
many useful features for regular IM users. Compatibility: Gaim
is available for the following operating systems: ￭ Linux 2.2.x
and newer ￭ BSD 4.3.x and newer ￭ MacOS X 10.3.x and
newer ￭ Microsoft Windows 98SE and newer ￭ Windows 98,
2000, NT, ME, and XP ￭ MacOS X 10.1.x and newer MacOS
X 10.0.x users can use Gaim beta 4 for Mac OS X 10.0.x
Platforms: Gaim can be compiled and installed on these
platforms: ￭ GNU/Linux ￭ BSD ￭ MacOS X ￭ Microsoft
Windows ￭ Apple Computer Gaim installation instructions:
Gaim can be installed from the Gaim RPM tarball on any
platform supported by the above installation instructions. On
Linux, Gaim can be installed with the command: #./configure
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#make #make install On BSD, Gaim can be installed from the
Gaim sources. On MacOS X, Gaim can be installed from the
Gaim sources. Pre-installation requirements: Gaim should be
installed before you start your IM networks. It is recommended
that you install Gaim after all your IM networks are setup. On
Windows systems, Gaim is typically installed using the
"Add/Remove Programs" function. On Linux, BSD, and
MacOS X systems, Gaim can be configured and used without
any manual configuration. On Windows systems, Gaim
configuration tools are available. To

What's New in the?

Gaim is a multi-protocol instant messaging client for Linux,
BSD, MacOS X, and Windows. It is compatible with AIM
(Oscar and TOC protocols), ICQ, MSN Messenger, Yahoo,
IRC, Jabber, Gadu-Gadu, and Zephyr networks. Gaim users can
log in to multiple accounts on multiple IM networks
simultaneously. This means that you can be chatting with
friends on AOL Instant Messenger, talking to a friend on
Yahoo Messenger, and sitting in an IRC channel all at the same
time. Gaim supports many features of the various networks,
such as file transfer (coming soon), away messages, typing
notification, and MSN window closing notification. It also goes
beyond that and provides many unique features. A few popular
features are Buddy Pounces, which give the ability to notify
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you, send a message, play a sound, or run a program when a
specific buddy goes away, signs online, or returns from idle;
and plugins, consisting of text replacement, a buddy ticker,
extended message notification, iconify on away, and more.
What's New in This Release: ￭ Fix system log start times for
some protocols ￭ SILC compiles with newer SILC toolkit
versions (Pekka Riikonen) ￭ Fixed a bug where buddy icon
cache files were left in the icon cache directory after they were
no longer in use. ￭ Attempt to detect the file type of a buddy
icon when saving. ￭ Additional Yahoo! boot protection (Peter
Lawler) ￭ A few Yahoo! memory leaks plugged (Peter Lawler)
￭ Fixed handling of the new Yahoo! profile page. Please refer
to the Yahoo! section of the Gaim FAQ for details. (Peter
Lawler) ￭ Enabled sending files to ICQ users using ICQ 5.02
and newer (Jonathan Clark) Tags: Instant Messaging Client
Linux,Buddy Pounces,Yahoo,Linux Chat Software,Yahoo
Messenger,ICQ,Instant Messenger,Gaim,IRC,Instant
Messaging,Buddy Pounces,Plugins,TOC Comparing: Gaim
Oracle Corporation SQL Management Studio Citrix Systems,
Inc. Windows Terminal Server Kerberos 4 YellowDog
Software Quark IBM Lotus Notes Kerberos 4 GMail Novell
GroupWise RSA Security NCSA Mosaic SLF4J X Windows
Yahoo! Messenger Google Talk Google Talk Messenger
Google Talk / Jabber ICQ AOL Instant Messenger Mozilla
Thunderbird Gaim - Internet Relay Chat Jabber Gadu-Gad
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System Requirements For Gaim For UNIX:

Windows XP, Windows Vista, or Windows 7: OS: Microsoft
Windows 7 64-bit Processor: Intel Core i5/i3/i7 2.5/3.2 GHz or
faster (dual-core) with 4 GB RAM or faster Video Card:
NVIDIA GeForce 9600 GT or AMD Radeon HD 3650 or
higher Hard Disk Space: 6 GB RAM (not required) Blu-ray
Disc: Processor: Intel Core i5/i3
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